Short Term Rentals Now Available for
Healthcare Workers & First Responders
in New Orleans.
Local Real Estate Investors offer fully furnished “homes away from
home” to those helping our Great City during the Covid19 crisis.

METAIRIE, Louisiana. April 1, 2020 – A group of generous property owners want to help the Healthcare
Workers and First Responders who live in or are traveling to New Orleans to aid our residents with medical
needs as a result of the Covid19 Pandemic.
With the number of cases in the City rising daily, and our healthcare workers reaching the point of
exhaustion, it is important that our community not only appreciate their sacrifices, but that we “give back”
to them in our own unique ways. As we see on the news, many residents of New Orleans are doing just
that. Real Estate Investors want to do the same!
To show their sincere appreciation for the personal sacrifices being made by all of the courageous medical
professionals, these real estate owners/investors are offering their vacant investment properties
exclusively to healthcare workers and first responders with flexible terms at deeply discounted
rates.
“Through friends in healthcare, I was hearing that after long days and nights working on the front lines,
many of these professionals who live in New Orleans don’t want go back to their homes for fear of exposing
family and loved ones”, said Rebecca Thomson, organizer and manager of this program. “As a real estate
investor myself, I realized that as a group, we can all help by providing relaxing, safe refuges to these
exhausted workers when they finally get time off. When I presented the idea to other investors they were
all in!” she added.
As with many programs during these unprecedented times, this program is constantly developing as
additional properties become available and are added to the site along with increased functionality for
online booking and paying. “We know the need is NOW, so we wanted to get this out to the community as
soon as possible . . . ’done is better than perfect’ said Thomson.
To learn more please contact Rebecca Thomson at 504-462-1875 or EMStaffhousing@gmail.com.
For more information about this program and available properties please visit https://emstaffhousing.com.
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